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About Us
SQUEEZE is the first community ran deflationary BSC
token with the goal of squeezing its supply, therefore
increasing its price and value. Transparency and
authenticity are placed at the heart of SQUEEZE which
is why the community is placed in the driving seat,
giving them more power than any other token out
there.
The growth potential of SQUEEZE is infinite and
together we can create the biggest squeeze in crypto
history. Holders are rewarded for participating in the
squeeze through reflections and super squeezes,
benefiting them both short and long term.

History
Inspired by Safemoon’s ‘#SafemoonSqueeze’ which
took the crypto world by storm, SQUEEZE is a token
that aims to be bigger and better by placing this idea
into a fully functioning token.
The idea of a token dedicated to squeezing its supply
and price through community cohesion hadn’t been
done before, making SQUEEZE the first of its kind.
SQUEEZE puts the community first, encouraging team
cohesion and community spirit.
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Community
Power
SQUEEZE believes that building a successful token relies on
transparency, authenticity and having a strong community.
Therefore, we have created SQUEEZE in such a way that there isn’t
an ‘owner’, instead the holders are treated as the owners.
From minor to major decisions, the growth of SQUEEZE will be
pathed by the community through regular AMA’s, Twitter/telegram
polls and Reddit posts.

Tokenomics
SQUEEZE was initially created with a supply of
1000,000,000,000,000 (1 quadrillion), 30% of this was burnt on the
first day of the SQUEEZE. All SQUEEZE transactions consist of a
10% tax fee, which rewards long-term holders for participating in
the squeeze. Token supply is also constantly decreased through
the permanent burning of tokens through transactions, essentially
squeezing the price and slowly raising the price floor.
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Play2SQUEEZE
A fun and addictive way to Earn and Burn SQZE.
SQUEEZE is currently in the process of creating a fun 3D first person survival
shooter which all holders will have access to. Play2SQUEEZE will be a fun and
addictive way to earn and burn SQZE tokens! The game will include multiple
environments, a wide selection of weapons, a variety of enemies including
challenging boss fights and special rewards such as rare NFTs, new weapons,
SQZE airdrops and powerups.
Main features:
- 5 survival maps
- Customizable character
- Collectable skins and NFTS
- SQZE rewards
- Variety of weapons
- Challenging enemies

Future
How do we plan to succeed?
Future Not only does SQUEEZE hold ultimate utility, SQUEEZE also has thrilling
plans for its future. SQUEEZE seeks to stand out from the rest.
- Charity donations and events
- NFT rewards
- Multiple Exchange listings
- SQZE Wallet announced
- SQZE Swap announced
- PlayToSQUEEZE announced

